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Wahl’s New Mentor Detachable Clipper Honors an Icon
While Giving Barbers the Ability to Make Iconic Cuts
Sterling, IL (February 1, 2019) – For as long as Wahl Professional has been
around, its main focus has been to make high-quality tools that make the
barber’s job more efficient. The new Mentor Clipper fulfills this goal but
has another purpose as well. The Mentor Clipper honors the life, career
and mentorship of Wahl employee and barber mentor Isadore Adams.
Isadore Adams was a pioneer of barbering and a valued employee at Wahl.
After opening his first shop in 1971, Isadore designed his first of many
barber hair style charts, which are now commonly known to the industry as
I ADAMS or Wahl Posters.
Isadore eventually grew to a vital role at Wahl, keeping the century-old
clipper company deeply connected to working hair professionals. He
regularly traveled to barbershops throughout the U.S., taking time to
understand what barbers need from their Wahl tools. His experience and
first-hand knowledge were critical in the development of the premier Wahl
5 Star barbering line alongside another Wahl legend, Bo Langley.
During his travels, Isadore held true to his passion for the craft by taking barbers under his wing,
becoming a valuable mentor to many. He then led the charge to form the Wahl Education & Artistic
Team (W.E.A.T.) and, to this day several current members attribute securing their places on the
prestigious team to the support of and mentorship by Isadore.
“He worked the information into us, there was no option other than success if you were learning from
him,” said Wahl Education & Artistic Team member Garland ‘G-Whiz’ Fox. “He met everyone at their
level regardless of their gender, income, location or whatever – he was an awesome mentor.”
A reflection of Isadore’s passion for barbering, the Mentor Clipper is designed for the barber or
cosmetologist who is serious about their craft. Excellent for achieving a seamless fade with using just
one tool, and especially great for debulking course, thick hair.
The Mentor comes with a detachable four-blade system. Compared to other Wahl clippers, the Mentor
has much more power; its brushless motor has a speed between 3,000 and 3,7000 RPM – faster than all
other detachable blade clippers on the market. This extra power makes the Mentor better and faster to
use on coarse or thick hair. It’s an ideal tool for barbers that work with quick turnaround clients. "The
new detachable blade system diminishes the lines of demarcation when changing blades. This allows the
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barber or stylist to work faster at completing the haircut. A high RPM clipper and improved blade design
is a winning combination" says Tracy Vock, Wahl Professional Senior Product Manager.
Ergonomic and light weight, the Mentor makes it easy to use for barbers and cosmetologists alike. Wahl
increased the comfort and control to make sure it was perfectly balanced and reduced the vibration to a
minimum. In addition, a long flexible cord allows for ease of movement for the barber or stylist. Plus, to
prevent mistakes, there’s a locking mechanism that must be engaged in order to switch the blades.
Taking its cue from Isadore, the Mentor Clipper brings a new depth of opportunity to the professional
hair industry by maintaining quality while pushing efficiency. A reminder that there is no other option
than success and acting as an ode to every great barber who had a great mentor.
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The Mentor Detachable Clipper.

About Wahl Professional
Since 1919, with the invention of the first practical electric hair clipper, Wahl Clipper Corporation
has been the leader in the professional and home grooming category. Today, with over 2,500
employees worldwide, Wahl is proud to carry forward the tradition of innovation and superior
customer service that was created by Leo J. Wahl. Headquartered in Sterling, Illinois, Wahl
distributes to 176 countries and has eight global manufacturing facilities as well as 25 sales
offices. At Wahl, we are proud of our heritage of excellence as well as our remarkable list of
groundbreaking innovations for the present and future for the global market. Visit
www.wahlpro.com for more details.

